This comparative study aims at revealing the validity of the pessimistic views of Spengler, where he predicted in his book "The Deterioration of Western Civilization" that the collapse of Western civilization is due to the lack of balance between the technological progress and its spiritual and behavioral decline; regardless of the great achievements accomplished by this civilization.
Introduction
The West has achieved significant accomplishments in the fields of science and technology and made important contributions to their advancement to the point of surpassing all other civilizations, such as the Arab civilization which made great achievements, but started to decline at a quick pace after Western civilization started competing with it. The question here is whether Western civilization will undergo the same decline at a quick pace if another civilization appears and starts to compete with it?
Spalinger applied his theory to Western civilization. In light of his theory, he embarked on the study of Western civilization through his book: "the Decline of the West." In his book, Spalinger sought to determine the reasons for the collapse and demise of Western civilization. Thus this study was made to highlight the factors of ascent and decline of the West.
Sociology is one of the sciences that discusses the infrastructures of societies. It seeks to study the behavior of individuals, social relations and the surrounding circumstances. Therefore most sociological researchers and philosophers sought to make studies, research and to form intellectual views that deal with and analyzes human action, patterns of behavior and the influence of the surrounding environment. This brought to the picture the diversified theories devised by some philosophers and sociologists who greatly influenced human sociology.
The cycle of social change is one of the theories which was studied by some philosophers. It revealed that the process of social change continues to climb and then ends at the point from which it started. The theory says that social life proceeds in a systematic movement, and therefore, societal change resembles in terms of its systematic and cyclic approach, the growth and death of the living organism.
fall of civilizations "in accordance with the foregoing theory of cyclic succession." His theory about civilization and society (1) is one of the most important theories that interpreted human history. The importance of this study rests in the fact that it offers a new pattern of research that focuses on the theories of cyclic succession of civilizations and their impact on society. It is a new approach in the field of social studies.
The Problem of the Research
Western civilization is currently undergoing a process of decline and retreat after a long history of great achievements and innovations. This was the reason for this study which sought to cast light on the factors of the decline of Western civilization. The study also sought to explore the factors of ascension and decline which affected the progress of Western civilization and to analyze these factors sociologically through the theory of Oswald Spalinger.
-What is the fate of Western civilization in light of the ongoing developments as seen by Spalinger?
-What are the challenges facing contemporary Western civilization as a result of its development? -Will Western civilization collapse like other old civilizations did after reaching the peak of development and progress?
The Importance of the Research
Talk about Western civilization at this time in particular is one of the very important topics. Therefore, the researcher has focused in his research on Western society and the challenges it is facing. This topic was of particular interest to researchers and scholars everywhere. However, none of these studies has dealt with this topic from an analytical sociological perspective. Therefore, this study will focus on exploring the state of Western society and the challenges it is facing from an analytical sociological standpoint based on the foregoing theories which made a significant contribution to the study of the conditions of the European society and will also answer the questions raised by this study which is entitled: "factors of the collapse of Western civilization: an analytical sociological study based on the Oswald Spalinger theory."
To answer the question on the fate of the contemporary Western civilization in light of the current conditions and the hypothesis that civilizations have an age cycle resembling the cycle of the age of living organisms as many philosophers believe, we must raise the following question: Will Western civilization meet the same fate of decline, collapse and demise when all factors of collapse become available, particularly in light of the ethical decline, the spread of disease, pollution, drugs, terrorism and violence?
They are complaining in the West about ethical decline, stress, breakdown of the family, mental disorders, social disorientation, crime, and alienation from religion. What is the reason for the suffering of the West despite the great accomplishments achieved by Western civilization? Will Western civilization meet the same fate as that of old civilizations?
Spalinger has predicted the collapse of the West while Arnold Toynbee saw the solution in the return to religion. In his final conclusion, Toynbee expresses the hope that the salvation of the West can only come by moving on from a free market economy to a phase of embracing religion.
Goals of the Research
This kind of study is needed for the purpose of making a new systematic study that tries to explore the ideas and methods devised by philosophers such as Oswald Spalinger on societies and their impact on social change. Therefore, this study will answer the following questions: the reasons which helped the West achieve progress and move on from the stage of backwardness to the peak of scientific and technological achievement? What is the cultural role which Islam has offered to the Western society? What is the impact of the current problems of the Western society on Western civilization? Why did Spalinger predict the collapse of Western civilization and what are the solutions which he offered to enable Western civilization to survive and maintain its status quo?
Methodology of the Research
The research used the analytical methodology and managed to reach logical and documented conclusions. The study enlisted the help of some sources, references and research done earlier. The data was analyzed and compared with one another and was then subject to critique so as to determine the views and opinions on Western civilization by sociological analysis that is based on Spalinger's theory so as to cast light on the conditions of Western society and to answer the foregoing questions. (1914) (1915) (1916) (1917) (1918) . His fame is derived from his book: "the Decline of the West" in which he explained his philosophy of history in the aftermath of the defeat of Germany in World War I (1914) (1915) (1916) (1917) (1918) . (umar,2000) The book was welcomed by the allies, particularly England. In the book, Spalinger discusses human civilizations and their achievements. He explains the phases of Western civilization. He uses the terms of "civilization" and "civil society" alternately to express the same idea. (oswald,1964) The First World War ended with the defeat of Germany, which sustained enormous material and manpower losses. According to the Treaty of Versailles of 1920, Germany had to admit its responsibility for the war and had to pay war reparations to the parties that sustained damage from the war. (umar,2000) Therefore, Spalinger studied these conditions in his country, Germany. In other words, his philosophic study was made from the political standpoint. In his book which was highly appreciated in the West, Spalinger believes that no basic phenomenon, whether social, economic, scientific or literary can be understood without understanding civilization and its manifestations.
Spalinger was intellectually influenced by numerous theories of major intellectuals and historians such as Ibn
Khaldoun and the Fico Theory (1668-1744) (IBn Khaldon, 1988) Ibn Khaldoun is one of the most important historians who influenced the thought of Spalinger. Ibn Khaldoun is known to be the father of sociology and the author of the Ibn Khaldoun Muqadamah. His philosophy played an important role in Spalinger's understanding of history. Ibn Khaldoun viewed history as a field of experimentation and an opportunity for meditation and understanding. (Abu alsuud, 1977) He was the first philosopher who made of society an independent discipline of knowledge. He was also the first to call for introducing human sociology and its phenomena (ABD-Albasit, 1981) ). He has also introduced the dialectical relationship linking man with his history and society and asserted the importance of human sociology for the individual Each of Ibn Khaldoun and Spalinger represents the general cyclic theory which believes that the culture of any society passes through a cycle that begins with birth and then proceeds to growth and maturity and finally heads on to old age and returns once again to achievement and advancement while creating for itself a culture that can regain its glory and strength. (IBn Khaldon, 1988) Ibn Khaldoun based his conclusions on the study of several civilizations. The pronouncements of Ibn Khaldoun can be viewed as the main concept held by Arnold Toynbee on the study of history. His views were similar to those of Ibn Khaldoun on the stages and goals of history Ibn Khaldoun said in his Muqadamah that the needs of the Bedouins are restricted to what is essential while the needs of the urban dwellers can be seen in extravagance and luxurious living. The difference here between the Bedouins and the urban dwellers becomes clear. The ideas of Ibn Khaldoun and the importance of his theory stem from the fact that he has innovated a theory in the philosophy of history in which he highlighted the uniqueness of the Arab society. He has also cited news about the Arabs in the Occident and in the Orient.
He is the founder of the principles of modern sociology. He has stayed away from the philosophy based on the dialectical approach. He was a realist who watched and followed up the development of the State throughout history. He noted that the state had a natural age just like the age of man. He said that the age of each state is no more than three generations. A generation is the age of the average person, or forty years (Alshaykh, 1978 In this stage, society moves on from the Bedouin stage to the stage of civilization. Tribal fanaticism starts to weaken in the rulers. In this stage, power is concentrated in the hands of an individual, family or group, and this is a transformation from a stage where power was jointly exercised.
3-The stage of extravagance:
In this stage, people become rich and affluent prompting them to settle down, expand their homes, undertake city planning, and begin to live like urban people exercising the work of industry and trade.
4-The stage of resignation and pacifism:
It is the stage when the state becomes weak and submissive.
5-Symptoms of weakness and submissiveness start to appear in the state:
It is the stage which is characteristic of the weakness of the state. In other words, civilization reaches its peak and this is a sign of the end of the state (Nivan, 1991).
We can conclude from the foregoing that in his philosophy, Ibn Khaldoun linked his philosophy with the cause-and-effect relationship. He also linked the economic aspect with the social aspect. In his explanation of human history, he saw this history as a serialized process resembling the living organism and viewed society as a living organism.
The factor of conflict is evident to us in the Ibn Khaldoun's philosophy and those who were influenced by him, such as Spalinger and others. In their theories about the succession of civilizations, they viewed the factor of the rise of the civilization as the same factor of its demise.
According to Ibn Khaldoun, this factor is the tribal fanaticism which led to the transformation to a government and finally to decline. Ibn Khaldoun was mistaken to keep his philosophy away from objectivity and to view it as a matter taken for granted.
In his comparison of civilizations as a living organism, Spalinger has certainly been influenced with Ibn Khaldoun who built his remarks on the development of states throughout history by giving the state a natural age like the age of man (Alshaykh, 1978) .
Italian philosopher Fico was one of the philosophers who was influenced by Spalinger. He wrote about the cyclic succession of civilizations and was influenced by the philosophy of Ibn khaldoun. Fico is viewed as the real founder of the philosophy of history in the eighteenth century. We dare say that Fico was influential as much as Ibn Khaldoun was. When he started his journey, he found in his way the philosophy of Descartes which he severely criticized Before anything else, he was a social thinker. Fico says that Divine Providence interferes in the crisis and conditions of anarchy by creating a hero. He argues that cyclic succession proceeds in accordance with a plan until it reaches the summit. He says that Divine Providence wants human history of societies to be as it is now and allows the appearance of heroes. It was a deeply rooted philosophy which was sponsored by Spalinger and Toynbee as a basis for their studies.
He is the author of the book: "New Science" in which he divides history into three stages. The first stage is the religious stage in which fear of the unknown is prevalent and religious figures and priests play a domineering role. The second phase is the phase in which individuals dominate the scene and can be seen in the large patriarchal Roman families. This stage represents the beginning of the development of philosophy and the rise of literary and ideological sects. (Alshaykh, 1978) The third and last stage is the humanitarian stage which is the stage of cultural development. Freedom and democratic thought are prevalent in this stage. In this stage, civil and political rights developed and class differences were eliminated.
Meanwhile, Toynbee (Nivan, 1991) was influenced by the thought of Spalinger, but differed with him on many points of which he based his theory. The Spalinger Theory of "Rational Model" by which Toynbee was ass.ccsenet.org Asian Social Science Vol. 13, No. 7 2017 influenced was the main reason for the publication of his major work "The Decline of the West" in which Spalinger explained his theory about the demise of Western civilization.
The conclusion which Toynbee reached from the study of the theory and thought of Spalinger was that his philosophy was pessimistic, giving the bad news of the demise of the West and focusing on the negative aspects of Western civilization and its eventual collapse while Toynbee believed that civilization rose as a consequence of human challenge and that it was the outcome of the "Theory of Challenge and Response," but it failed to make the response and continued to be as it is now. (Toynbee, 1948) Toynbee was also influenced with the thought of Spalinger and his concepts on his studies of history. They both agree that Western civilization is undergoing the process of decomposition as this civilization has adopted the path of technology and materialism and lost its religious content and ability to meet the spiritual needs of people. In other words, it has exited from the framework of Christianity.
Factors of development and collapse of the Western civilization according to the Spalinger Theory:
To answer the questions formerly raised about the factors of the development and collapse of Western civilization, we should take a look at the psyche of Spalinger which was pessimistic. He had a pessimistic view of Western civilization. Spalinger said that Western civilization was undergoing the death agony.
It seems that his pessimistic philosophy of civilization was based on his belief that there were factors why Western civilization was undergoing the death agony. He believed that societies are based on a class system. He was also convinced that the noble class is the genuine representative of the nation and that the remaining classes do not really represent the nation in full.
For example, the class of the peasants, as Spalinger put it, does not represent the nation at all, because it was outside the context of history, as he noted. History can only be based on civilization. The nature of the peasants obstructs the rise of civilizations. According to him, one of the most important components of civilization is the penchant toward knighthood.
Spalinger also noted that social revolutions and earthquakes in Europe have begun to dismantle the bastions of the noble class and the materialism which was prevalent in the European society. He also noted that the urban inhabitants ridiculed the traditions and attitudes of the noble class and viewed them as the reason for the decline of the state. Spalinger's contention of the decline of the class system in Europe was the forerunner of the socialist system which was introduced by Karl Marx.
Spalinger encouraged the class system that is dominated by the noble class and denied the role of the class of the peasants, and this is a contradiction of socialism, which was based on the rule and rights of the workers.
Although Spalinger likens the birth, maturity and fall of civilization to a living organism and that each civilization is closed and had no connections with other civilizations, Toynbee believes that in its various phases, civilization is subject to challenge and response, and refuses the contentions of Spalinger.
Toynbee differs with Spalinger in the sense that Toynbee believes that events involving human society as consisting of two aspects: material and spiritual. He has also refused the contention that there is only one civilization, namely, the Western civilization. He argued that there are numerous civilizations which can rise under an opportune environment and circumstances.
Toynbee also differs with the Spalinger theory that societies evolve naturally from youth, maturity and eventually demise like other living organisms. He argues that society is not a living organism of this sort. There is also a difference between the philosophy of Spalinger and Toynbee in the sense that Spalinger makes a complete separation between cultures and the connections among these cultures in terms of resemblance between time and place. (Edard, 1983) As for Toynbee, despite their external nature, these relationships constitute a part of the elements of civilization itself. For Toynbee also, the subservience of societies to other societies is an essential matter while Spalinger does not think in the same way, i.e. there is no positive relationship between one culture and the other. (Shalabi, 2003) In his exploration of civilizations also, Spalinger sponsored the cyclic interpretation of history as stated in his book. He has revoked the special European criterion which was applied to the world (30) after he discovered that history was an arena for many civilizations and nations that existed outside Europe and that the Arab nation played a prominent role in this regard (Fuad, 1964) .
He has also reached a cyclic perception of the development of civilizations where civilizations and cultures meet and they come one after the other in succession. In other words, culture represents the stages of ascent and progress (spring, summer, and autumn) while civilization represents the stages of decline (winter).
This is a pessimistic perception, but it can explain the concept of civilization, as he saw it (Aljabiri, 2001 ). Spalinger's view toward the West and toward every civilization is absolutely pessimistic. He argued that world civilization and the city constitute the basic pillar of each civilization.
He said that the city is the place where the means of life can be found and that the city is inhabited by a new type of uncivilized nomads who viewed themselves as being of a higher standard compared to the inhabitants of the rural areas. This constitutes the basic step toward the end (Khalil, 1993) .
Civilization, according to Spalinger, possesses abundant resources. It has many forces which are living in a state of anarchy. He believes that each civilization and phase which civilization undergoes (adolescence, maturity, decline) has a certain sustainability (Zaki, 1987; Markarain, 1983) ).
As for the link between civilization and history, Spalinger believes that history is only a series of unconnected civilizations with no reasons that can be found for the rise of these civilizations. He said that as soon as a civilization rises, it undergoes a cycle of biological life as a living organisms does with spring, summer, autumn and winter.
He noted that the winter of a civilization does not mean that it has disappeared and that the demise of a civilization before its due time could be due to external factors.
He said that the task of understanding the philosophy of history is to understand the Morphological Building or the external shell of the civilization and argued that each civilization has a spirit and that the spring of any civilization is the time of its acts of heroism, epochs and religions. This is the case when life is rural, agricultural and feudalistic and its summer comes with the rise of cities alongside the rural areas and aristocracy around the old leaderships. (Gadens, 2005) The autumn witnesses the full flow of the springs of the spiritual civilization and the ramifications of its likely attrition. It is the age of the growth of cities, the prosperity of trade, the expansion of states, and philosophy's challenge of religion.
The transition to winter is characterized with the rise of international cities and the proletariat class, the appearance of capitalist states and the governments of the rich, and the increasing suspicion among classes. It is the age of imperialism and increasing political autocracy and continuous wars. Spalinger believes that the civilization's life cycle can continue for some 1,000 years.
Spalinger concludes that each civilization has its own continuity, trends, time, fate and history, that civilization is a captive of its own fate, that its trend cannot be changed or turned to the opposite direction because it is a trend that was charted by fate. He believes that each civilization has its own history and that this history is the preliminary history of the nation that has the civilization. (Karam, 1979) He notes that there can be no two fully similar civilizations because each civilization is an independent history by itself and is absolutely not influenced by the history of another civilization. If in this case history is influenced, it does not reflect its essence, but pseudo forms that contradict with the genuine truth. This similarity is the product of specific circumstances.
Spalinger cites the Arab civilization as an example whereby this civilization depended on the classical rules of architecture, but left its influence on Roman buildings.
He points out that as a living organism, civilization was born and grew in an environment that it has its own childhood, youth and old age and that each civilization has its own elements. He also believes that it is impossible for an individual or individuals of different civilizations to understand civilizations other than their own civilization. This is a point which can be scored against the Spalinger theory. (Lutfi, 1965) The truth of the matter is that civilizations are affected by one another and their proponents quote one another. The evidence of this is that Arab Islamic civilization has influenced European civilization and the Europeans quoted from it science and other disciplines of knowledge.
For Spalinger, civilization has its own identity and features. These features express the culture and orientation of this civilization. The life of each civilization resembles the succession of the four seasons. In other words, there is no general civilization, but each civilization has its own philosophy, life and culture. The concepts of birth, youth and old age is applied to this civilization.
Although Spalinger wrote about cyclic succession, he is different from Toynbee. For example, he has a pessimistic view of the future of the West as well as the fate of all civilizations. This explains the fact that he was ass.ccsenet.org Asian Social Science Vol. 13, No. 7 2017 influenced by the negative consequences which World War I left on his country, Germany. (Mallah, 2000) It is evident from all this that Spalinger believes that Western civilization with all its culture will collapse because it is undergoing the cycle of the living organism, i.e. growth, maturity and demise. Spalinger does not believe that there is a general civilization, but a multiplicity of civilizations. Each civilization has its own philosophy, life and death. What applies to this civilization is the concept of birth, youth, old age and decline. (Widgari, 1972) Although Toynbee gave indicators of the collapse of Western civilization, he discovered these indicators through a statistical, historic fact. He argued that the Western World or Europe constituted the majority in the 19 th century. Europe remains one of the most densely populated continents of the world. The Arabs have a rate of birth which is double the rate of birth in the West. This is an indicator of the demise of the European West.
Arnold Toynbee adds that the Western World will become a prey of drugs and alcohol while people in the Islamic World do not drink wine. He cited this as one of the factors of demise, i.e. we can look at a youthful nation with its population increasing and another nation which is growing old as time goes on.
With each new generation, the population of the nation is less and less. Meanwhile, it is a prey of drugs and alcohol. The logical conclusion is that the future is for the growing nation, not the nation which is undergoing demise. Needless to say, the superiority of the Western World at present is in the field of scientific, industrial and technological endeavors.
Toynbee thought that the philosophy of Spalinger is pessimistic and can only lead to the collapse of the West. It focuses on the negative aspects of Western civilization. Toynbee argued that Spalinger is very ambiguous because he believes that civilizations were born, grew and declined in accordance with a set time, but he did not provide an explanation of this contention. In his view, the matter is purely a natural law and that this matter should be taken for granted (43).
In his reply to the views of Spalinger, Toynbee believes that in order for Western civilization not to collapse, Western societies should go back to religion. He admits that religion and philosophy were in a state of conflict in the past and that at present, there is a conflict between religion and science.
He believes that the victory of science over religion would be catastrophic and says that religion should admit the role of science while religion should not be dispensed with. He believes that this is the conflict between Eastern and Western civilizations. (44) He also believes that there were civilizations which rose in response to a human challenge, such as the Ottoman civilization. This civilization rose in response to the increasing human challenges that were prevalent at that time. But its response has frozen and remained as it was. (45) It is evident from the foregoing that Toynbee differed with the German philosopher Spalinger. In his theory of challenge and response, Toynbee does not support the pessimistic view of Spalinger, but believes that the response is a product of challenges and that a civilization which reaches the verge of collapse can stand on its feet once again, grow and undergo the same cycle of birth, youth and old age and that it can replace decline for development.
He believes that a generation of reformers and innovative leaders may appear and can save Western civilization, provided that religion is not set aside. He argues that religion should be associated with science.
In this regard, he cites the example of the Arab civilization on which we can apply the theory of challenge and response. Arab civilization rose, grew and formed its own society. The Prophet Muhammad then changed the entire Arab society on the various levels and transformed it from the pre-Islamic life to the life of development, science and culture. This was followed by the progress of the Arab-Islamic order in the fields of thought, science and culture and the entire Arab society was changed and developed.
Conclusion
The study has reached the following conclusions:
1-Spalinger has predicted the collapse of Western civilization in his book "the Decline of the West." He believes that the rise and growth of civilizations to the point of reaching power and then decline is a biological process similar to the process which living organisms undergo. then collapsed and were replaced with other civilizations.
3-One of the conclusions is that Spalinger's theory about the decline of Western civilization is true. Western civilization has reached the climax of innovation, technological development and the secularization of the world under Western leadership. However, other civilizations have already begun their ascent, such as Korea and China.
These civilizations are innovative and are now forming the new East Asian civilization while Western civilization is declining in view of numerous factors which Spalinger pointed out in his theory. The West has become an arena for terrorism, economic crisis, drugs, violence, family breakdown, pollution, and moral corruption. Therefore, it is now declining.
4-The study also concluded that the English philosopher Toynbee differs with the German philosopher Spalinger. In his theory of "Response and Challenge," Toynbee does not support the pessimistic outlook of Spalinger. Toynbee believes that as a consequence of the challenges facing any civilization, the response is sparked in the form of innovation. A civilization reaching the verge of collapse can rise on its feet and grow and undergo the same cycle of birth, youth and old age.
Toynbee says that an innovative minority of leaders and reformers appear and can save Western civilization and stop its demise. This minority can also cope with all the challenges facing Western civilization by sparking the appropriate response.
Therefore, Toynbee is optimistic that Western civilization can stand on its feet once again and will strike a balance between religion and science. He believes that there can be no science without religion and argues that the victory of science over religion is catastrophic, because it is the secret of the struggle between East and West, as Toynbee sees it.
